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so signals stunt was a brilliant piece of pr. it got an enormous amount of attention, and got the word out about cellebrite
and the courts. but theres a lot of other ways to do that. this blog post will only get a bit of attention from people outside
of the hacker community. we need to do better, like a lot better. and we should probably take a lesson from our hacker
brothers and sisters who have been winning this fight for a while, and think about how we can win like them. intel
highlighted this week how signal developers have built in protection against this kind of hack. by default, the platform
blocks all attempts at accessing the wi-fi chip while in os-level privacy mode, which, though it does not completely
prevent someone from hacking into signal for the period of time the phone is in that mode, is certainly a lot less likely.
they chose the platform as a way to show that this would be a non-trivial change in signal. its something we all have to be
aware of as well and take into account if we want to integrate signal into a project. if someone could do this, it could
totally change the way we think about security. software and even all of our other protective layers, even our operating
system itself, would be completely open to attack. the art of the hacker, and the threat to the security of our lives, would
be reduced to a matter of time. worst case scenario is that someone who manages to hack into your phone could turn
your device into a spy phone. however, the qualcomm product does not mean that everyone that wants to hack a wireless
network will be able to do so. a hardware-based attack like this requires extensive engineering work to design, and you
need software to attack. for example, if you wanted to attack this very product, and you are a software engineer, you
would have to check the code in the libraries for any flaws. if that code were found to be flawed, this product would be
useless in a day. it's the same thing that makes the signal hack so remarkable. it might not be a fast attack, but it takes
some considerable time for the hacker to figure out, design, and test this attack. the only end users that this attack would
allow are those who have done the work to find and exploit the flaw.
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the defendants are charged with the following offenses: conspiracy to commit computer intrusions; computer intrusion;
computer fraud and abuse; conspiracy to commit wire fraud; wire fraud; conspiracy to commit aggravated identity theft;
aggravated identity theft; theft of trade secrets; unauthorized impairment of protected computers; access device fraud;
and aggravated identity theft. the defendants are each facing a potential statutory maximum sentence of ten years in

prison for each count to which they plead guilty. the defendants' arrests were announced earlier this month by assistant
attorney general for national security john c. demers, u.s. attorney annette l. hayes, and assistant director of the fbi's

washington field office, stephen e. frank. the justice department has identified and arrested hackers responsible for the
theft of proprietary information from more than 600 u. and foreign victims. the defendants' identities have been

concealed to protect their privacy rights and because they are subjects of international criminal investigations. the
charged conduct occurred between approximately 2003 and 2018. the defendants began targeting u.s. victims as early as

2003, and continued to do so into 2018. in recent years, the defendants' hacking activities have become increasingly
sophisticated, and have expanded beyond targeting victims' u. networks to stealing data for the benefit of mss. i was

searching for loan to sort out my bills & debts, then i saw comments about blank atm card that can be hacked to withdraw
money from any atm machines. i doubted thus but decided to give it a try by contacting {trusthacker830gmail.com} they

responded with their guidelines on how the card works. iwas assured that the card can withdraw $5000 instant & was
credited with $500,000.00 so i requested for one & paid the purchasing fee to obtain the card. 72 hrs later, i was shock to
see the dhl agent in my resident with a parcel{card} i signed and went back inside and confirmed the card works after the
agent left. this is no doubts because i have the card & has made used of the card. this hackers are usa based hackers set

out to help people with financial freedom!! contact these email if you wants to get rich with this card:
trusthacker830gmail.com 5ec8ef588b
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